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Say Hi is not only a chatting client but it also provides a number of other
functions like sending messages, sharing pictures and enjoying video clips.
Users can even use the voice recording function of Say Hi chat app to learn
new skills or just to have fun with their friends. Say Hi chat app costs $2.99
per day or can be purchased within the first free week.

To download Say Hi Chat, users need to connect to the internet using a
computer and browse to the website hosted by the developers of Say Hi chat.
Once there, they can choose the option of installing the application. It will be
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automatically installed on the phone’s memory.Users need to approve the
setting before they are able to activate the application. If no approval check is
done, the phone will simply show the “Download files” option without the
choice of authorizing the installation.

Say Hi chat application is a free download. There is no software to buy or pay
for to unlock the features and uses of the chat application. There is no
monthly charge like with most paid apps. Users are given the choice to
upgrade once they run out of battery life.This is actually how Google Play
works, they allow users to download and try the free version first and then if
they decide to purchase the version, they can unlock all the features and use
it for a full year without any additional charges.

Say Hi chat allows users to send and receive messages while in real time.
The program integrates with other chat programs such as Yahoo, Skype and
Google Talk to make it possible to talk with other people even when the users
are not in the same room. Users are able to chat through their mobile devices,
their desktop computers and even their laptops with this application.

Say Hi chat also allows users to view the other person’s messages while
chatting. In addition, Say Hi chat has special features that allow users to leave
messages and have them appear on the other person’s desktop, phone and
notifications.

Say Hi chat app is very easy to use. All that users need to do is install the
application onto their computer and get started chatting immediately. Say Hi
chat is very flexible and lets users customize their profiles by changing the
colour of their text. Say Hi chat also has various options that enable users to
send images and pictures. Say Hi chat also allows users to search for
conversations with specific keywords.

There are quite a number of chat rooms now on the internet. However, only a
few of them are as popular and well liked as saying Hi Chat. The popularity of



this app can be traced back to its launch two months ago. When it was
launched, there were only a few thousand users but presently there are more
than 20 million chat users.
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